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Section 1. Frameworks for Responses to Armed Attack Situations

It is of utmost importance for the national government to establish a basis for SDF activities such as a legislative 

structure and SDF operational structure, to deal with serious situations which threaten the peace and security of 

the country and its people, such as armed attacks against Japan. This establishment enables an effective response 

to armed attack situations and anticipated situations (both to armed attack situations1 and to situations where 

armed attacks are anticipated2; the same applies hereinafter) and contributes to the deterrence of an armed attack, 

and is also vital from the perspective of achieving civilian control in an armed attack situation.

This section outlines the key aspects of Japan’s response framework in the event of an armed attack situation, 

and the SDF operational structure that is based on this framework.

1. The Basic Framework for Responses to Armed Attack Situations

1. The Background to Laws for Responses to Armed Attack Situations
The 1954 enactment of the Defense Agency Establishment Law and the Self-Defense Forces Law established 

a fundamental legislative framework for Japan’s response to armed attack situations. However, many areas that 

required additional legislation remained.

In 1977, with the approval of then Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda and following instructions from Asao 

Mihara, then Director General of the Defense Agency, the Defense Agency at that time launched studies on 

so-called “emergency legislation,” with the goal of addressing issues not covered by the existing legislation. 

These studies continued for almost a quarter of a century.

In February 2002, then Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi made it clear in his policy statement that specific 

legislative reforms were to be made “towards a strong country in times of emergencies.” Following this policy 

statement, the Diet enacted three laws related to responses to armed attacks starting with the emergency legislation 

to deal with an armed attack situation in Japan, the “legislation for responses to situations.” The following year 

in 2004, the Diet enacted an additional seven laws related to legislation for responses to emergency situations, 

including the Law Concerning Measures for Protection of the Civilian Population in Armed Attack Situations3 

(the Civil Protection Law) and with the additional ratification of three international treaties, the foundation for 

emergency legislation was established4. (See Fig. III-1-1-1)

2. Responses to Armed Attack Situations 
The Armed Attack Situation Response Law5 determines the fundamental nature of Japan’s response to armed 

attack situations and defines basic principles, basic policies (the Basic Response Plan) and the responsibilities 

of national and local governments in the event of an armed attack situation. Based on this legislation and on 

other emergency legislation, such as the Civil Protection Law, the relevant organizations (designated government 

institutions, local governments and designated public institutions6) mutually cooperate to implement coordinated 

response measures. The establishment of this legislative framework enables the country as a whole to implement 

a thorough response to armed attack situations. (See Fig. III-1-1-2)
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The Armed Attack Situation Response Law

Development of individual legislation under the framework of basic principles determined by the Armed Attack Situation Response Law

Conclusions approved for the following treaties

Amendment to the Self-Defense Forces Law

: Laws established in the ordinary Diet session in 2003
(so-called Three Laws Related to Emergency Legislation)

: Laws established in the ordinary Diet session in 2004
(so-called Seven Laws Related to Emergency Legislation)

Amendment to the Security Council Establishment Law

Fig. III-1-1-1 Relationship between Three Laws related to Emergency Legislation and 
 Seven Laws Related to Emergency Legislation, and Related Treaties

In order to ensure national independence and security as well as the safety of the people 
� The posture for response to armed attack situations is prepared by stipulating the basic items such as the fundamental principles, 

responsibilities of the national and local governments, and procedures
� The law clearly states the policy, items and system for examinations on the development of individual legislations that become 

necessary when responding to armed attack situations

� The Agreement to Amend the Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement (ACSA) between Japan and the United States 

� Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed 
Conflicts (Protocol I)

� Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed 
Conflicts (Protocol II)

� Determines measures to construct self-defense facilities prior 
to the issuance of self-defense operations orders, and special 
provisions, including exemptions from related laws to facilitate 
smooth operations of the SDF

Legislation for 
protecting the 
people

� The Civil 
Protection Law

Legislation regarding 
smooth operations of the 
SDF and U.S. Forces

� The U.S. Military 
Actions Related 
Measures Law

� The Maritime 
Transportation 
Restriction Law

� The Partial Amendment 
to Self-Defense Forces 
Law

Legislation regarding 
comprehensive 
coordination of 
transportation and 
communications

� The Law Regarding the 
Use of Specific Public 
Facilities etc.

Legislation 
concerning the 
treatment of 
prisoners of war

� The Prisoners of 
War Law

Legislation concerning the 
penalties for inhumane acts at 
times of armed attacks

� The Law Concerning 
Punishment of Grave 
Breaches of the 
International Humanitarian 
Law

� Clarifies and enhances the role of the Security Council in 
responding to situations

� Adds as council members: Minister of Internal Affairs and 
Communications; Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry; 
and Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

� Establishes the Special Advisory Committee for 
Contingency Planning

(1)	Systems	and	Procedures	for	Responding	to	Armed	Attack	Situations
In armed attack situations, the government must respond following the procedure outlined in Fig. III 1-1-3. (See 

Reference 22)

(2)	Response	Measures
When responding to armed attack situations, the designated government institutions, local governments, and 

designated public institutions will implement the following countermeasures based on legal provisions between 

the period of formulation and termination of the Basic Response Plan. 
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Notes: 1. The Task Force will be established in the Cabinet for general advancement of measures to respond to armed attack situations and anticipated situations.
 2. For the Prime Minister to issue a defense operations order requires the process of a separate Cabinet decision and Diet approval, in addition to that 

concerning the basic response plan. 
In emergency circumstances and if there is no time to obtain advance Diet approval, SDF mobilization shall be approved after the order.

  (See Reference 22)

Designated government
institutions

Task Force for Armed Attack Situations and Anticipated
 Situations (Note 1) (Task Force Chief: Prime Minister)

• Comprehensive promotion of response measures
• Formulation of usage guidelines for specific public facilities, etc.

Local government Designated public
institutions

Response according to the basic 
response plan and usage 
guidelines

Creation of a draft basic response plan

Occurrence of armed attack situations or 
situations where an armed attack is anticipated

Cabinet decision on the basic response plan

Approval of the basic response plan

Security Council
 Role: Deliberation of the draft basic 
 response plan

Special Advisory Committee for Contingency Planning
 Role: Specialized assistance to Security Council

Seek approval

Deliberation

Recommendation

Government

The Diet

Fig. III-1-1-3  Procedures for Responding to Armed Attack Situations

1) Create a draft basic response plan 

2) The draft basic response plan sent to 
Security Council for deliberation 

3) Recommendation by the Security 
Council to the Prime Minister 
concerning the draft basic response 
plan

4) Cabinet decision on the basic 
response plan (Note 2)

5) Approval of the basic response plan 
by Diet

6) Comprehensive coordination of 
response measures

General

Expected Armed 
Attack Situations

Armed Attack
Situations

Situations etc. Basic Principles

� National and  local government and specified public institutions must mutually cooperate to take thorough measures, 
while obtaining cooperation of citizens

� Citizens’ freedoms and rights guaranteed by the Japan Constitution must be respected, and even if these are restricted, 
such restrictions are limited to the minimum required to respond to the armed attack situations, and must be executed 
through fair and proper procedures*

� Citizens must be informed in a timely and proper manner of the armed attack situations and the situation concerning 
responses

� While closely cooperating with the U.S. based on the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, must work to obtain understanding 
and cooperative action of the U.N. and the international community

Must work to avoid occurrence of a military attack

Prepare for the military attack. If the military attack occurs, must work to bring it to an end while repelling the attack. 
However, if the military attack occurs, when repelling the attack, military force must be used within limits judged reasonably 
necessary corresponding to the contingency.

*In this situation, the Japan Constitution, Articles 14, 18, 19, 21, and other provisions concerning basic human rights must receive the maximum compliance.

Fig. III-1-1-2  Basic Principles for Responding to Armed Attack Situations
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a. Measures to Bring Armed Attack Situations to an End Depending on the Progress of the Situation

1) The use of military force, unit deployment and other activities conducted by the SDF;

2) Provision of materials, facilities and services and other measures to facilitate the smooth and efficient 

implementation of the SDF and U.S. forces’ operations;

3) Diplomatic measures other than those described in paragraphs 1) and 2) above.

 

b. Measures to Protect Lives, Bodies and Properties of the People, and to Minimize the Effects on People’s Lives 

and Economy

1) Warnings, evacuation instructions, rescue of disaster victims, emergency restoration of facilities and 

installations, and other measures; and

2) Price stabilization, distribution of necessities of daily life, and other necessary measures.

At the point when the Prime Minister deems the response measures as no longer necessary or the Diet 

resolves that these measures should be concluded, the Prime Minister must then obtain the approval of the 

Cabinet to abolish the Basic Response Plan.

(3)	Responsibilities	of	the	National	and	Local	Governments
a.	Responsibilities	of	the	National	Government
Regarding the implementation of response measures, the national government, in accordance with the basic 

principles, will respond to armed attack situations and take every measure by using all organizations and 

functions.

b.	Responsibilities	of	Local	Governments
The local governments, which have responsibilities of protecting the lives, bodies, and properties of the residents 

in its region will implement necessary measures in mutual cooperation with the national government, other local 

governments and other institutions.

c.	Responsibilities	of	Designated	Public	Institutions
The designated public institutions will implement necessary measures in the scope of their works in mutual 

cooperation with the national government, local governments and other institutions.

d.	Cooperation	of	the	People	
In light of the importance of securing the safety of the nation and its citizens, the people of Japan will strive to 

provide necessary cooperation for implementation of these measures. 

(4)	Authority	of	the	Prime	Minister	for	Response	Measures
Following the stipulation of the Basic Response Plan, the Task Force for Armed Attack Situations etc. (the Task 

Force) will be established within the Cabinet with the Prime Minister as leader for overall promotion of response 

measures. Appropriate Ministers of State will be appointed as Deputy Chief and other members of the Task 

Force. 

If the Prime Minister recognizes that there are obstacles to protecting the lives, bodies, and properties of the 

people, and to eliminating an armed attack, when necessary response measures under comprehensive coordination 

are not implemented, he may instruct the head of the local government concerned and other relevant persons to 

implement the necessary measures.

In circumstances where necessary response measures are not implemented or if there is an obstacle to 

protecting the lives, bodies, and properties of the people, in emergency response situations, the Prime Minister or 

the Minister of State responsible for operations relating to the relevant countermeasure may take responsibility 
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for and implement the response measures that the local governments or designated public institutions have failed 

to implement, after notifying the relevant head of local governments or other relevant individual. 

(5)	Report	to	the	U.N.	Security	Council
In accordance with Article 51 of the U.N. Charter, the government will immediately report measures it has 

implemented to terminate armed attacks on Japan to the U.N. Security Council. 

3. Responses to Emergency Response Situations other than Armed Attack Situations7

The Armed Attack Situation Response Law provides for appropriate and rapid response measures to be 

implemented in emergency response situations other than armed attacks, in order for the government to ensure 

the peace and independence of the country, and to maintain the security of the country and its people. 

In addition, based on changes in various situations surrounding Japan, such as the appearance of unidentified 

vessels or mass terrorism incidents, measures shall be promptly taken including the following:

1) Development of the systems for assembling information, analysis, and situational evaluations;

2) Preparation for formulating response measures in accordance with various situations;

3) Rapid implementation of measures to strengthen levels of coordination between the SDF, the police, the Japan 

Coast Guard and other relevant organizations.

(1)	Emergency	Response	Situation	Response	Plan
In an emergency response situation, the Cabinet must decide the following items for those policies concerning 

emergency response situations (emergency response situation response plan) and must obtain the approval of the 

plan by the Diet. Also, on the approval of the emergency response situation response plan, the Headquarters for 

the Emergency Response Situation will be temporarily established within the Cabinet to deal with the relevant 

situation. 

1) Certification of an emergency response situation and the facts supporting the certification;

2) General plan for responses; and

3) Important matters relating to emergency response measures.

(2)	Emergency	Response	Measures
The designated government institutions, local governments, and designated public institutions will implement the 

following emergency response measures based on legal provisions, during the period between the formulation 

and termination of an Emergency Response Situation Response Plan: 

1) Measures most appropriate to end the emergency response situation and measures to prevent or suppress 

attacks during emergency response situations.

2) In order to protect the lives, bodies, and properties of the people from attacks or to minimize the impact 

on their daily lives and economic conditions in emergency response situations, the following measures will 

also be implemented according to current developments in the emergency response situation: the issuance of 

warnings, evacuation instructions, the rescue of disaster victims, the emergency restoration of facilities and 

equipment, etc. 
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2. Measures Based on the Armed Attack Situation Response Law and other Relevant Laws 
Based on the provisions of the Armed Attack Situation Response Law8 enacted in June 2003, an additional seven 

emergency legislation related laws and three related treaties were established and approved during June 2004. 

Additionally, in 2007, Japan concluded three treaties for the protection of cultural properties in the event of an 

armed conflict and agreed on regulations for the International Criminal Court. As a result, a legislative framework 

has been established enabling Japan to implement measures necessary for responses to armed attack situations. 

The outline of this framework is as follows. (See Fig. III-1-1-4)

 

1. Measures to Protect the Lives etc. of the People and to Minimize the Effects on the Daily Lives 
of the People 

Japan established the Civil Protection Law9, which prescribes measures for necessary items10 to protect the 

lives etc. of the people in armed attack situations. In addition, the Law provides for the same measures to be 

implemented in emergency response situations. 

Law Concerning Measures for Protection of 
the Civilian Population in Armed Attack 
Situations

[Laws enacted in June 2003] [Laws and treaties enacted in June 2004]

Law Related to the Treatment of Prisoners in 
Armed Attack Situations

Law Related to the Sanctions against 
Significant Infringement of the International 
Humanitarian Law

Protocol Additional to the Geneva 
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating 
to the Protection of Victims of International 
Armed Conflicts (Protocol I)

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions 
of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the 
Protection of Victims of Non-International 
Armed Conflicts (Protocol II)

* Gray-shaded areas indicate legislation that the 
 Ministry of Defense has jurisdiction over 

Law Related to Measures Conducted by the 
Government in line with the U. S. Military 
Actions in Armed Attack Situations

Agreement between the Government of Japan 
and the Government of the United States 
concerning reciprocal provision of logistic 
support, supplies and services between the 
Self-Defense Forces of Japan and the Armed 
Forces of the United States  

Law Concerning the Restriction of Maritime 
Transportation of Foreign Military Supplies 
etc. in Armed Attack Situations

I General provisions
II Procedures to respond to armed attack 

situations, etc.
III Legislation regarding responses to armed attack 

situations
1. Basic policy on legislation for responses to 

armed attack situations
   • Ensuring appropriate implementation of 

international humanitarian laws
2. Enactment of legislation for responses to armed 

attack situations
1) Measures to protect lives of the people and 

minimize effects on people’s livelihood
2) Measures to make the activities of the SDF 

smooth and effective
3) Measures to make the activities of U.S. 

Forces smooth and effective
3. Systematic enactment of legislation for 

responses to armed attack situations
4. Headquarters  for legislation for the protection of 

civilians
IV Measures  to respond to other emergencies

The Armed Attack Situation Response Law

Amendment to the Security Council
Establishment Law

Amendment to the Self-Defense Forces Law

Amendment to the Self-Defense Forces Law
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Fig. III-1-1-4  Overview of Legislation for Responses to Armed Attack Situations and Other Situations
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2. Measures to Terminate Armed Attack Situations 

(1)	Facilitation	of	SDF	Operations
Japan enacted the Maritime Transportation Restriction Law11, which enables the implementation of measures to 

restrict the maritime transportation of foreign military supplies (weapons etc.) in Japanese territorial waters or in 

international waters surrounding Japan.

Furthermore, Japan revised one part of the SDF Law which centered on the need to establish legislation for 

so-called section one classification laws and regulations (those within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Defense) 

and section two classification laws and regulations (those outside the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Defense) 

referred to in the “emergency legislation study.” The necessary special provisions were newly established for 

the appropriate application of relevant laws, such as measures for the construction of defense facilities prior to  

issuance of a defense operations order, provisions related to emergency traffic on issuance of a defense operations 

order, or relating to the Road Law.

(2)	Facilitation	of	U.S.	Forces	Operations
a. Japan established the Law Related to Measures Conducted by the Government in Line with U.S. Military 

Actions in Armed Attack Situations12, etc. (U.S. Military Actions Related Measures Law). In accordance with 

the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty, it prescribes measures to be implemented so that U.S. forces may smoothly and 

effectively take the necessary actions to terminate armed attacks against Japan. 

b. The Diet approved partial amendment of the Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government 

of the United States of America Concerning Reciprocal Provision of Logistic Support, Supplies and Services 

between the Self-Defense Forces of Japan and the Armed Forces of the United States of America (ACSA - 

Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement)13. The scope of application for this Agreement has been widened 

so that it now additionally applies to responses to armed attack situations, the efforts of the international 

community to contribute to global peace and security, and for disaster response measures. Also, the revision of 

one part of the SDF Law has enabled the SDF to provide logistic support, supplies, and services to U.S. forces 

implementing these actions. (See Chapter 2, Section 3)

(3)	Others	(Coordination	of	the	Use	of	Facilities	of	Ports	and	Airfields,	Roads	and	Others)
Japan established the Law Regarding the Use of Specific Public Facilities14, ensuring that the SDF and U.S. 

forces’ actions and measures to protect the people of Japan can be implemented appropriately and promptly. The 

Law enables the comprehensive coordination of specific public facilities etc. (ports, airfields, roads, territorial 

waters and airspace, and radio frequencies) that may be required in armed attack situations. 

3. Guarantee of Appropriate Implementation of International Humanitarian Laws
(1) Japan established the Law Concerning the Treatment of Prisoners of War and other Detainees in Armed 

Attack Situations (Prisoners of War Law)15. The Law was created to ensure that prisoners are always treated 

humanely in armed attack situations and to ensure that prisoners’ lives, bodies, health, and dignity are always 

respected and protected from any violations or threats. 

(2) Japan established the Law Concerning Punishment of Grave Breaches of the International Humanitarian 

Law16 prescribing appropriate punishment for “grave breaches” of international humanitarian laws applicable 

to international armed conflicts. 

(3) Japan has established legislation to protect cultural properties during armed conflict establishing a system to 

provide international protection for those cultural properties that can be considered valuable cultural assets 

for the entire human race.
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(4) Japan established legislation to cooperate with the International Criminal Court which ensures the appropriate 

implementation of International Criminal Court regulations. 

(5) To coordinate the implementation of the necessary domestic measures that are provided by the above described 

specific legislation for responses to situations, in 2004, Japan approved the Protocol Additional to the Geneva 

Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts 

(Protocol I)17 and the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 194918, and Relating to the 

Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II)19. Also, three treaties relating to the 

protection of cultural properties and the regulations of the International Criminal Court were concluded in 2007. 

4. High Readiness for Armed Attack Situations
With the passing of the legislation for responses to situations, Japan has established a legal foundation but still 

needs to confirm the legislation’s effectiveness and also ceaselessly strive to maintain the effectiveness of the 

required operational infrastructure to ensure an appropriate response in an ever-changing security environment. 

As part of these efforts, during peacetime, the Special Advisory Committee for Contingency Planning, under 

the jurisdiction of the Security Council, will study responses to emergency situations, such as armed attacks, 

terrorist attacks, or the appearance of unidentified vessels. In addition, it will formulate plans for the specific 

response measures to be implemented by designated government institutions, local governments, and designated 

public institutions in armed attack situations. The Council will also take steps to formulate role-related plans and 

ensure that these plans are reflected into policies and operations.

The government also works in peacetime to utilize a range of opportunities to educate the public on all of the 

important measures that it will implement to protect the lives, bodies, and properties of the people in armed attack 

situations. Also, it verifies the effectiveness of its operational structure through methods such as training. 

3. Measures for Civil Protection

1. Measures for Civil Protection in Armed Attack Situations (Civil Protection Measures)
All organizations and functions of the government will implement their civil protection measures based on the 

Basic Response Plan provided for in the Armed Attack Situation Response Law and the basic guidelines for civil 

protection in armed attack situations. Also, the country as a whole will give its unfailing support for all civil 

protection measures implemented by local governments and designated public institutions. 

Local governments will implement their respective civil protection measures based on the national government 

policies, and will be responsible for the overall coordination of the civil protection measures to be implemented 

in their jurisdiction. (See Fig. III-1-1-5)

2. The Basic Guidelines for Civil Protection 
In March 2005, the government established the Basic Guidelines for Civil Protection (hereinafter the “Basic 

Guidelines”)20, based on Article 32 of the Civil Protection Law. The Basic Guidelines classify armed attacks into 

four types: amphibious landing attacks; guerrilla or special operations forces attacks; ballistic missile attacks; and 

air attacks. The Basic Guidelines also identify elements for consideration when implementing civil protection 

measures in response to each type of attack. In addition, the Basic Guidelines define the possible scope for 

civil protection measures that may be implemented by the national government, prefectures, municipalities, and 

designated public institutions in such areas as evacuation, relief and disaster response and also provides for the 

allocation of roles. 

Designated government institutions and prefectural governments, etc. will establish the plan concerning civil 

protection (the Civil Protection Plan) based on the Civil Protection Law and the Basic Guidelines. (See Reference 

30-31) 
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3. Roles of the SDF in Civil Protection 
In October 2005, the then Defense Agency and Defense Facilities Administration Agency, both designated 

government institutions, established the Civil Protection Plan21, based on Article 33, Paragraph 1 of the Civil 

Protection Law and the Basic Guidelines. The Plan included measures to be implemented in full force by the 

SDF to terminate armed attacks, a primary mission of the SDF. In addition, the Plan described civil protection 

measures to be implemented within feasible range, relating to evacuation, relief support, and responses to armed 

attack disasters.

(1)	Civil	Protection	Dispatch	
An outline of the provisions relating to dispatches for civil protection etc. is as follows. 

a.	Dispatch	Procedure	
For situations where it is recognized that a dispatch is required, the Minister of Defense may issue a civilian 

protection dispatch order to dispatch relevant units to implement civil protection measures following a request 

by a prefectural governor or the Task Force Chief22. (See Fig. III-1-1-6)

Also, when a defense operations order has been issued in an armed attack situation, or on the issuance of 

a public security operations order for measures to deal with an emergency response situation, the Minister of 

Defense may implement civil protection measures or emergency response protection measures without issuing 

a civil protection dispatch order if they constitute a part of the consistent defense or public security operations 

strategy. 

Fig. III-1-1-5  Mechanism for Civil Protection in Armed Attack Situations
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b.	Authorities
Only in cases when police officers, etc. are not at the scene, the SDF personnel ordered for a civil protection 

dispatch operation are authorized to execute the following measures: evacuation and other measures as prescribed 

by the Law Concerning the Execution of Duties of Police Officials; crime prevention and deterrence; entering 

premises; and the use of firearms. 

In addition, only in cases when the municipal mayors, etc. are not at the scene, the SDF personnel ordered for 

a civil protection dispatch operation are authorized to execute the following: evacuation instructions, government 

business, specifying hazard areas, requests to local residents for cooperation, etc.

c.	Temporary	Organization	of	Units
For civil protection dispatch operations, special units may temporarily be organized based on necessity and SDF 

ready and reserve personnel may be called to duty.

d.	Emergency	Response	Protection	Measures	
The same provisions as measures in armed attack situations, based on the Civil Protection Law and the Basic 

Guidelines etc., shall apply for measures in emergency response situations.

Fig. III-1-1-6  Mechanism of Civil Protection Dispatches

(5) Issuing a command
 to collect civilian
 protection etc.³

(6) Request
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 2. See <http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/hogohousei/hourei/hogo_s.html>.
 3. Implement as required.
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(2)	SDF	Measures
a.	Evacuation	of	Residents
The SDF will collect and distribute essential information, coordinate with relevant organizations, and provide 

guidance and transport services for the evacuation of residents.

b.	Relief	of	Evacuated	Residents
Centered on measures for the relief of human life (search and rescue, providing emergency medical treatment 

etc.) and following a request from the Task Force Chief or other authorized persons, the SDF will provide the 

following supports: medical treatment, (transportation of the sick and injured), measures to support the lives of 

the people when necessary (distributing hot meals, supplying water, transportation of relief supplies etc.), and 

collecting safety and security-related information. 

c.	Responses	to	Armed	Attack	Disasters
The SDF will carry out the following response measures: confirming the extent of damage, providing monitoring 

support, implementing measures for relief of human lives (search and rescue, provision of emergency medical 

treatment etc.) preventing damage expansion (support for the evacuation of nearby residents, firefighting etc.), 

and removing dangerous substances dispersed by nuclear, biological or chemical (NBC) attacks. 

Otherwise, under the authority of the Prime Minister, the SDF will implement other important measures to 

ensure the security of facilities such as those related to daily life (guidance and advice, dispatching units etc.). 

d.	Emergency	Recovery	
While implementing emergency recovery measures for SDF facilities and equipment based on a request from a 

prefectural governor etc., support operations will be conducted including the removal of dangerous wreckage and 

emergency repairs for roads and runways. 

4. Activities by the Ministry of Defense and the SDF to Facilitate the Civil Protection Measures

(1)	Participation	in	Training	for	Civil	Protection	
In order to appropriately and promptly implement civil protection measures in armed attack situations, it is 

essential that all government ministries and agencies, local governments, and other relevant organizations 

cooperate for the coordinated implementation of these civil protection measures.

In this respect, the Ministry of Defense and the SDF have actively participated and cooperated in civil 

protection training implemented by relevant organizations or local governments, such as the Cabinet Office and 

prefectural governments. The Ministry of Defense and the SDF intend to continue such efforts to strengthen 

coordination and response capabilities. (See Fig. III-1-1-7)

(2)	Coordination	with	Local	Governments	in	Peacetime
During peacetime, the Ministry of Defense and the SDF closely coordinate with local governments etc. The 

Provincial Liaison & Coordination Division was established within the GSDF Army Headquarters to achieve 

effective implementation for civil protection measures through close coordination. To strengthen functions relating 

to coordination and cooperation with local governments etc., a Civil Protection and Disaster Countermeasures 

Liaison Coordination Officer post was established in each SDF Provincial Cooperation Office. 
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In addition, GSDF, MSDF, and ASDF members 

have been appointed as members of the civil protection 

consultative committees of prefectures and municipalities, 

which were established to actively solicit opinions from 

a wide range of citizens. 

Moreover, a staff of each Regional Defense Bureau, 

which is a designated local administrative organization, 

is appointed as a member of the Committee. (See 

Chapter 4, Section 1)

Field
exercise

Simulation
exercise

Note: Implemented in 5 prefectures in FY 2005.
Implemented in 10 prefectures in FY 2006. 
(Including prefectures where exercises are implemented multiple times)

Shimane prefecture  [Nov. 2, 2007 (Fri.)]

Ehime prefecture  [Nov. 10, 2007 (Sat.)]

Chiba prefecture [Nov. 21, 2007 (Wed.)]

Ibaraki prefecture [Nov. 28, 2007 (Wed.)]

Shizuoka prefecture  [Feb. 8, 2008 (Fri.)]

Yamaguchi prefecture [Oct. 23, 2007 (Tue.)]

Kyoto prefecture [Oct. 25, 2007 (Thur.)]

Miyagi prefecture [Nov. 13, 2007 (Tue.)]

Nagano prefecture [Jan. 18, 2008 (Fri.)]

Wakayama prefecture [Jan. 25, 2008 (Fri.)]

Hiroshima prefecture [Jan. 28, 2008 (Mon.)]

Kagoshima prefecture [Feb. 5, 2008 (Tue.)]

Kumamoto prefecture [Feb. 6, 2008 (Wed.)]

Aichi prefecture [Feb. 15, 2008 (Fri.)]

Gifu prefecture  [Feb. 21, 2008 (Thur.)]

Fig. III-1-1-7 Participation in Civil Protection-Related Joint Exercises by the National Government and 
 the Local Public Entity (FY 2007)

GSDF conducting decontamination training in a commercial facility
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4. The Operations of the Self-Defense Forces 
On March 27, 2006, the Ministry of Defense and the SDF shifted to a joint operational structure, in which the 

Chief of Staff, Joint Staff solely assists the Minister of Defense on SDF operations from a military expert’s 

perspective. This has established the basis for unified SDF operations among the Ground Self-Defense Force 

(GSDF), the Maritime Self-Defense Force (MSDF), and the Air Self-Defense Force (ASDF) in peacetime, and is 

enabling the SDF to fulfill its diversified roles in an effective and prompt manner. 

1. Outline of Joint Operational Structure

(1)	Basic	Concept	
a. The Chief of Staff, Joint Staff develops a joint operations concept for the operations including the GSDF, MSDF 

and ASDF, and solely supports the Minister of Defense on operations from a military expert’s perspective. 

b. The Minister of Defense commands SDF operations through the Chief of Staff, Joint Staff, and the Chief of 

[COLUMN]

Joint Training for Civil Protection

Based on the Law Concerning Measures for Civil Protection in Armed Attack Situations (Law No. 112 of 

2004), the Ministry of Defense and the Self-Defense Forces carried out joint training programs in connection 

with measures to protect the people, which were participated in by the central government and local 

municipalities. The programs were aimed at strengthening coordination among related organizations and 

thereby enhancing capabilities for emergency response situations. In implementing the training programs, 

emphasis was put on the following: the enhancement of SDF response capabilities; establishment of the initial 

operation postures; strengthening of the coordination/cooperation postures among local municipalities, etc.; 

confirmation of the implementation processes, etc. of the civil protection measures; and evaluation of the 

training results. 

The key training programs included simulation exercises performed in Kyoto Prefecture on October 

25, 2007; field training in Chiba Prefecture on November 21, 2007; and simulation exercises performed in 

Kagoshima Prefecture on February 5, 2008. These programs were participated in by: the Eastern, Middle, 

Western Armies, etc. of the Ground Self-Defense Force; Maizuru, Yokosuka, Sasebo Districts, etc. from the 

Maritime Self-Defense Force; and the Air Defense Command etc. of the Air Self-Defense Force.

COMMENTARY

GSDF personnel conducting rescue training GSDF personnel conducting decontamination training
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Staff, Joint Staff executes SDF operational orders. 

(2)	Establishment	of	Central	Organization	Required	for	Joint	Operations
As a result of the shift to a joint operational structure the system for assisting the Minister of Defense by the Chief 

of Staff, Joint Staff and the Chiefs of Staff of the GSDF, MSDF and ASDF is as follows:

a.	Sole	Assistance	by	Chief	of	Staff,	Joint	Staff	to	the	Minister	of	Defense	on	SDF	Operations	
from	a	Military	Expert’s	Perspective,	and	the	Responsibility	of	Chiefs	of	Staff	of	the	GSDF,	
MSDF	and	ASDF	for	Building-up	their	Respective	Units

The Joint Staff undertakes the functions relating to those SDF operations that were transferred and consolidated 

from the GSDF, MSDF and ASDF Staff. The GSDF, MSDF and ASDF Staff Offices continue to undertake 

functions for unit maintenance, such as personnel, building-up defense capability, and education and training. 

In addition, from the perspective of facilitating the smooth SDF joint operations through appropriate unit 

operations, the Chief of Staff, Joint Staff creates medium- to long-term defense concepts and strategies, and 

annual planning policies to clarify the requirements of the GSDF, MSDF and ASDF functions. Each of the Chiefs 

of Staff of the GSDF, MSDF and ASDF will implement all measures in accordance with these plans. (See Fig. 

III-1-1-8)

The information necessary for the SDF to carry out its operations is provided by the Defense Intelligence 

Headquarters to the Joint Staff and the relevant units.

Fig. III-1-1-8  Roles of Chief of Staff, Joint Staff and Chiefs of Staff of GSDF, MSDF and ASDF

Responsibilities for affairs other than force 
operations (such as human resources, 

education, training¹, build-up of defense 
capabilities)

Joint Task 
Force 

Commander

Commanding 
General of 
Army and 

Others

Commander, 
Self-Defense 

Fleet and 
Others

Commander, 
Air Defense 
Command 
and Others

Prime Minister

Minister of Defense

Air Chief
of Staff

Mobilization unit

Air Staff
Office

Maritime Chief
of Staff

Maritime Staff
Office

Chief of Staff,
Joint Staff
Joint Staff

Office

Ground Chief
of Staff

Ground Staff
Office

Force providerForce user

Responsibilities for force operations

Close coordination among the Chiefs of Staff

Chain of command for 
operations
Chain of command for affairs
other than operations²

Notes: 1. The Chief of Staff, Joint Staff is responsible for joint training.
 2. With respect to forces affairs other than operations in regards to the Joint Task Force, command responsibilities of the 

Defense Minister.

 Chief of Staff, Joint Staff clearly indicates the integrated 
policies for rear support and other relevant activities

 Each of the Chiefs of Staff of the GSDF, MSDF and ASDF 
assists in rear support and other activities during operations
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b.	Execution	of	the	Minister’s	Orders	for	SDF	Operations	by	the	Chief	of	Staff,	Joint	Staff	
The Chief of Staff, Joint Staff shall execute all ministerial orders relating to GSDF, MSDF and ASDF operations. 

The Minister’s commands are executed by the Chief of Staff, Joint Staff when joint task forces23 are organized 

and even in situations where a single SDF unit is mobilized (for example, only a GSDF unit is mobilized) to 

respond to the situation. (See Fig. III-1-1-9)

2. Establishment of Infrastructure to Enhance the Joint Operational Structure
Within the joint operational structure it is essential that the Joint Staff and each SDF unit maintain systems to 

communicate commands accurately and to share information promptly. With this in mind, in March 2008, the 

SDF Command and Communication Squadron was established to strengthen communication functions directly 

linked to unit operations. Also, a wide-ranging and mobile information communications structure has been 

created employing information and communication technologies available at home, overseas.

Furthermore, at the unit level, commanders24 of major units who may be required to take command of a joint 

task force will create plans for such force’s operations during peacetime. Also, they need to maintain a posture 

capable of executing duties through training and other methods. For this purpose, staff from other SDF branches 

are to be stationed at major command headquarters during peacetime to strengthen coordination between the 

GSDF, MSDF and ASDF, and if necessary, another Joint Staff personnel will be dispatched to enable a flexible 

joint operational response to a range of situations.

As the third year approaches since the shift to a joint operational structure, deliberation continues aiming for a 

more effective one and necessary measures to be taken, while bearing in mind past accomplishments. This deliberation 

includes topics such as the improvement of education and training, the SDF headquarter structure, development of 

human resources to fit joint operations, and the necessity of common equipment for joint operations.

Fig. III-1-1-9  The Operation System of the SDF
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� The Chief of Staff, Joint Staff solely assists the Minister of 
Defense on the SDF operations with military expert’s views

� The Minister of Defense’s command over the SDF is exercised 
through the Chief of Staff, Joint Staff

� The Minister of Defense’s order to the SDF are executed by the 
Chief of Staff, Joint Staff 
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3. Placing the Defense Intelligence Headquarters under the Direct Command of the Minister of 
Defense

In March 2006, accompanying the shift to a joint operations posture, the Defense Intelligence Headquarters, 

which had been under the control of the Joint Staff Council (at that time), became a special institution under the 

direct control of the Minister of Defense. Its position and role was clarified as the central intelligence service for 

the Ministry of Defense. 

This change has enabled the intelligence organizations of the Ministry of Defense to strengthen the following 

functions: to collect extensive intelligence from a more holistic perspective, high quality analysis based on the 

needs of each government ministry and agency, and more prompt, accurate, and direct reporting to the Minister 

of Defense.

Voice of an SDF Officer Working as the Defense Attaché in India

Masakatsu Tamaru
 Colonel

11th Defense Attaché posted in India, GSDF
I am working as a Defense Attaché at the Embassy of 

Japan in New Delhi, the capital of India.

Are you familiar with the work of Defense 

Attachés? In fact, our assignments are more diverse 

and extensive than most believe due to the increasing 

complexity of our world today which is full of active 

mutual exchanges. 

Here in India in particular, my tasks as a Defense 

Attaché include: (1) participation in about 30 formal 

events a year in my capacity as a representative of 

Japan, held by the Government of India, its Department 

of Defense and military organizations of its ground, 

naval and air forces, etc. This is a very important 

task as it represents Japan’s diplomatic stance vis-

à-vis India, as Japan’s Defense Attaché in uniform, 

together with his wife, joins other military officers 

and their spouses from about 50 countries including 

the United States, China, Russia, and the United 

Kingdom. Attendance at such events is imperative as 

a failure to participate in any such official event could 

negatively impact Japan’s reputation, which enjoys 

friendly relations with India. At the same time, more 

than 120 countries maintain embassies in New Delhi, 

and many invite Japan’s Defense Attaché to events held in commemoration of national holidays and military-

related anniversaries. Again, absence from any such occasion would raise questions such as “Is Japan not 

interested in participating in our country’s events?” 

[COLUMN]
VOICE

Colonel Tamaru and security staff of a survey team visiting Jammu and Kashmir

Colonel Tamaru (center) invites military officers from other countries to dinner
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(2) Secondly, the Defense Attaché is tasked with accurately informing Japan of the situation in India 

and the surrounding region, in relation to the security of Japan and of the international community. To 

pursue this task appropriately, various actions must be taken as necessary: visiting relevant sites; seeking 

communication through interactions with groups of military officers posted from various countries and 

through personal interactions with such officers (at dinners, etc.); and attending opportunities of opinion 

exchanges. Furthermore as a Defense Attaché, I try to be alert to events that happen from day to day and am 

available 24 hours a day, in cooperation with other embassy personnel and my family.

Additional tasks of the Defense Attaché include: (3) services related to Japan-India bilateral relations; 

(4) services related to Japan-India defense cooperation (bilateral security dialogue; discussions between the 

defense authorities; joint training, etc.); (5) services related to international peacekeeping operations etc. 

carried out by Japan’s Ministry of Defense (advancing procedures and arrangements inside India); and (6) 

securing the safety of Japanese nationals in India. Being stationed in India allows me to stay abreast of the 

“movements of the new world,” which would be more difficult if I were in Japan. Combining the population 

of India (the world’s second most-populated country) and China (the world’s most populated) makes about 

2.3 billion people (compared to the world population of about 6 billion). This means that every third person in 

the world is either from India or China. While the two countries have yet to solve their border dispute (since 

the Indo-China border conflict of 1962), they are rising on the global stage not only economically but also 

militarily as if the two countries were competing in harmony. Against this background, I was assigned to the 

current post in 2006. As a representative of the Ministry of Defense and of Japan, I am determined to fulfill 

my duties not only in the security and other relevant fields, but also for the sake of Japan’s national interest 

(diplomacy). My family (wife and three children) support me in fulfilling my profession. 




